
Honors 12 Summer Work

Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe

Mr. Boell- dboell@crsd.org

Mrs. DiIanni - adiianni@crsd.org

Your task this summer  is to read and annotate the novel Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe.

Specifically, the focus of your annotations on this text must be for both of the prompts provided

below. While the intended focus of the annotations is the below prompts, you are free to make

additional annotations to aid your comprehension of the text, but extraneous annotations will

not factor into our review of your work. In essence, we are looking for quality over quantity.

Next, in order to gauge your understanding of the novel and its larger concepts, during the first

week of school, you will compose and submit an in-class essay focusing on  one of the following

AP Literature prompts.

To be clear:  please come to class on the first day of school prepared to write a timed in-class

essay on either prompt as one will be assigned to you.   Our guidance on the assignment will be

minimal - we  want to see how you independently interpret Achebe’s Things Fall Apart and your

assigned prompt.

Please note:  Failure to come to class the first day of school prepared to complete this essay (to

include clear evidence of annotations for both prompts) will result in a zero for your first

100-point assignment of the school year. Your annotations will be collected once your essay is

complete; should they not reflect a thorough examination of the ideas detailed in the prompts

below or if they do not reflect the ideas in  your submitted essay, your work will not be

accepted.

Please note, your essay will be submitted electronically via Turnitin.com.  It is therefore

imperative that your annotations are your work, and your work alone.   The rubric is attached

for your reference. Please review the rubric before commencing work on your essay in class the

first week of school.
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Prompt Choices:

1. In great literature, no scene of violence exists for its own sake.  Choose a work of literary

merit (Things Fall Apart) that confronts the reader or audience with a scene or scenes

of violence.  In a well-organized essay, explain how the scene or scenes contribute to the

meaning of the complete work.  Avoid plot summary.

2. Choose a novel or play (Things Fall Apart) that depicts a conflict between a parent (or

parental figure) and a son or daughter.  Write an essay in which you analyze the sources

of the conflict and explain how the conflict contributes to the meaning of the work.

Avoid plot summary.

Rubric

4 3 2 1

Focus

20%

Thesis covers topic,

subtopics, and

argument;  Each

paragraph covers all of

the specific ideas that

are outlined in thesis;

and all parts of the

paper relate to the

thesis (20)

Thesis is missing one

part; or one paragraph

is missing parts

outlined in thesis; or

one paragraph

deviates from thesis

(15)

Thesis is missing two

parts; or Two

paragraphs are

missing parts

outlined in thesis; or

two paragraphs

deviate from thesis

(12)

Thesis missing

completely;  or  Three

paragraphs are

missing parts outlined

for the thesis; or three

paragraphs deviate

from thesis (9)

Content

40%

Each paragraph is

purpose-driven and

offers specific details to

support the thesis;

overall details are fully

explained in paper;

primary & secondary

quotes fully explained

and cited in each

paragraph;

Purpose-driven

Analysis demonstrates

understanding of topic

and higher-level

critical thinking  (40)

One paragraph is not

purpose-driven or

does not offer specific

details to support the

thesis; or overall

details are not fully

explained in paper; or

primary & secondary

quotes are not fully

explained and cited;

or purpose-driven

analysis does not

demonstrates

understanding of

topic and higher-level

critical thinking  (31)

Two paragraphs are

not purpose-driven

or do not offer

specific details to

support the thesis;

or overall details are

not fully explained in

paper; or primary &

secondary quotes

are not fully

explained and cited;

or purpose-driven

analysis does not

demonstrates

understanding of

topic and

higher-level critical

thinking  (25)

Three paragraphs are

not purpose-driven or

do not offer specific

details to support the

thesis; or overall

details are not fully

explained in paper; or

primary & secondary

quotes are not fully

explained and cited;

or purpose-driven

analysis does not

demonstrates

understanding of

topic and higher-level

critical thinking  (19)



Organization

20%

Paper contains all of

the following:

Subtopics’ order

matches list in thesis

Topic Sentences

Topic sentences clearly

connect back to the

purpose

Cited facts blend with

author’s analysis

Strong intro

Strong clinchers

Strong conclusion (20)

Paper lacks one of the

following:

Subtopics’ order

matches list in thesis

Topic Sentences

Topic sentences

clearly connect back

to the purpose

Cited facts blend with

author’s analysis

Strong intro

Strong clinchers

Strong conclusion

(15)

Paper lacks two of

the following:

Subtopics’ order

matches list in thesis

Topic Sentences

Topic sentences

clearly connect back

to the purpose

Cited facts blend

with author’s

analysis

Strong intro

Strong clinchers

Strong conclusion

(12)

Paper lacks three of

the following:

Subtopics’ order

matches list in thesis

Topic Sentences

Topic sentences

clearly connect back

to the purpose

Cited facts blend with

author’s analysis

Strong intro

Strong clinchers

Strong conclusion (9)

Style

10%

Almost all sentences in

each body para. show a

variety in sentence

structure and word

choice.  Consistent

point of view.  All

sentences are complete

and do not run-on.

(10)

Most sentences in

each body para. show

a variety in sentence

structure and word

choice.  Almost

consistent point of

view.  OR Almost all

sentences are

complete and do not

run-on.  (8)

Some sentences in

each body para.

show a variety in

sentence structure

and word choice.

Mostly consistent

point of view.  OR

two to three

sentences are

incomplete or

run-on.   (6)

Very few sentences in

each body para. show

a variety in sentence

structure and word

choice.  Inconsistent

point of view.  OR

more than three

sentences are

incomplete or run-on.

(4)

Conventions

10%

Evident control of

grammar, mechanics,

spelling, usage, and

sentence formation

(verb tense is present

tense, active voice)

(10)

Sufficient control of

grammar, mechanics,

spelling, usage, and

sentence formation

(verb tense is present

tense, active voice)

(8)

Limited control of

grammar, mechanics,

spelling, usage, and

sentence formation

(verb tense is

present tense, active

voice)  (6)

Minimal control of

grammar, mechanics,

spelling, usage, and

sentence formation

(verb tense is present

tense, active voice) (4)
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